A D D E N D U M # 1

LED LIGHTING RETROFIT PROJECT
South Portland School Department

Bid #03-21

Please note the following clarifications to the above stated bid due to be opened 2:00 P.M., Wednesday, June 10, 2020:

What are the Ceiling heights and type (hard/drop/none)? Ceilings are generally 8 feet/ suspended ceiling. Gyms are around 25 to 30 feet high with metal decking.

What are the directions about lamp recycling? Bidder will need to recycle lamps.

How many lamps in each type of fixture being demolished? Some have 2 lamps and some have 4.

What types of fixtures and how many of each are we demolishing? Fixtures are being replaced 1 for 1 so you already have those quantities in the bid.

Are new high-bay type fixtures coming with mounting supports like Gripples or hook and pendant? Will be provided by lighting supplier.

What types and how many of each new fixtures are we hanging? Answered in earlier question.

Can we get cut sheets of the new fixtures? Attached is a sample cut sheet typical of what will be specified at each school.

What are the directions about debris removal? Are we supplying metal and trash dumpsters or is the city? Yes...the contractor will take care of their own debris and removal.

What are the lift restrictions? No restrictions for lifts.

What are the access restrictions? No access restrictions

What is the desired schedule for the job? Completion of interior work by August 31st and exterior wall pack lighting by September 15th.

Are we responsible for patching/painting in the event that the new fixtures do not cover existing holes or the smaller fixture requires touch up painting to hide where the existing one had been? Yes
Please sign and return with your proposal.

Receipt of Addendum #1 to the City of South Portland Bid #03-21 is hereby acknowledged.

Signed: _____________________________________________  
(Corporation, Firm or Company)

By: ________________________________________________  
(Officer, Authorized Individual or Owner)

Title: ________________________________________________

Mailing Address: ______________________________________

____________________________________________________

Zip Code: _______________ Date: ________________

Telephone: _______________ Fax: ________________

Email: ____________________________________________

NOTE: Bids must bear the handwritten signature of a duly authorized member or employee of the organization making the bid.